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form visual to market

Art Consultancy

Visual Merchandising



 10-7-2017 to 1-9-2017
Company/organization: Threesixty group (HK branch) of Merchsource (USA headquarter)

Kaleb choi ‘s role: Product and graphic designer. Marketing research, visual merchandising, Product develop-
ment: sketching, illustration to CAD modeling and retouching, handling cross category design projects such 
as RC toys, houseware, interior design of shop, electronics and gifts. It is required to handle project ideation, 
sketches to visualization of product ideas and present to USA headquarter, which is Merchsource.

Sourcing process:  First process is sourcing potential similar existing products with other brands. Designers 
remain the working components of product but re-designing its form and functions, thus they reinvent 
products with improvement but in similar cost of previous products. After sourcing products and redesign, 
the company design Point-of-Purchase display (POP) in shop, which is ‘a shop within shop’. It includes selling 
whole series of product on several shelves in one district of shop, like planogram (POG), designing place-
ment of products on shelves. The individual products on shelf are all done by sourcing similar product with 
other brands. From face-to-face competitive bid process with factories, as mentioned, the company selects 
the factories offering lowest cost to manufacture. The smart ways to source potential products by marketing 
team, redesign by intelligent designers and compare cost of production, are the company essential advan-
tages in market.

Sourcing products and accessory

Art Easel for Discovery kids Wall RC Car for Sharper Image

 in USA  Merchsource company

Sourcing

Workplace in Multi-brand or corporation



Point of Purchase
 attract and engange customers

My role: collaborated with three designers, I am on behalf of deciding product display details, such as 
pantone color, dimension and labelling, presenting to Merchsource.  

Learning from Point-of-purchase (POP): The company designs Point-of-Purchase display (POP) in shop, 
which is ‘a shop within shop’. It includes selling whole series of product on several shelves in one district of 
shop, like planogram (POG), designing placement of products on shelves.

Drone by Sharper Image
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in New York JFK Airport

https://www.trbusiness.com/regional-news/the-ameri-
cas/schwarz-opens-first-travel-retail-store-with-dfs-at-jfk/1
30707

News

Shop display: from 2-11-2017, in New York JFK Airport store

My role: collaborated with two designers, I am on behalf of visual merchanding, sketching 
space of the products’ distribution and 3D modelling , presenting to Merchsource.

Pop-up Retail store 

US Airport Store layout 





marketing promotion

Visual strategy

Brand Mangement



trendy, aesthetic, creative

Luxury Brand

LIVE
CREATIVE
LIMITED www.liv3creative.comwww.liv3.co

The brand, ‘LIVE’ is created by Live Creative Limited in 2018.  First product, Hz01 Heart Lamp is awarded 
by Microfund 2018 and will be launched on October 2018. LIVE creates organ-shaped lifestyle products 
and urban art. Organ represents inner beauty, while luxurious theme symbolizes ‘life is precious and 
treasurable.’ LIVE aims to promote organ donation and bring positivity to the world.  

Kaleb Choi’s role: cofounder and art director, on behalf of
Art Consultancy, Marketing Brand Management, Product Management, Brand visual identity, Trend 
research, Advertisements, Graphic design and illustration



 in LIVE brand

Develop Visual identity

LIVE
CREATIVE
LIMITED

Designed by Kaleb Choi

Live Brandbook



Office Address:

Newsletter design
promotional items

Drone by Sharper Image

LIVE
CREATIVE
LIMITED

Designed by Kaleb Choi



LIVE
CREATIVE
LIMITED

Point of Purchase
 attract and engange customers

Designed by Kaleb Choi



LIVE
CREATIVE
LIMITED

Oversee production 
aesthetic & packaging design 

Designed by Kaleb Choi

Hz01 Heart Lamp packaging design

Hz02 Heart Light packaging design



Website
art consultant and editorial design 

 http://www.liv3.co

Designed by Live Creative Limited Team

LIVE
CREATIVE
LIMITED



Promotional
Art sense & story telling in design

Illustrated and designed by Kaleb Choi

LIVE
CREATIVE
LIMITED


